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ANNEXURE - I

STANDARDS FOR ACCESSIBLE ATM

Adopted by

INDIAN BANKS’ ASSOCIATION 
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The RBI circular - RBI/2008-09/431DBOD.No.Leg.BC.123/09.07.005/2008-09 
dated 13th April 2009 mandates that all new and existing ATMs have 
accessibility features for wheelchair users. It also mandates that 1/3rd of all 

new ATMs ensure accessibility features for blind and low vision users. Based 
on the ground work since the issuance of the said circular by various Banks 
as also the R & D work undertaken by the Xavier’s Resource Centre for the 
Visually Challenged (XRCVC) in partnership with various ATM Manufacturers 
and Banks, it has been felt appropriate to have a standards document 
highlighting the specific features that constitute an Accessible ATM. 

These standards outline what constitutes ‘accessibility’ 
features for blind and low vision users and wheelchair 
users and process standards that ought to be followed 
to ensure effective deployment and uniformity amongst 
accessible ATMs of different banks and therefore 
facilitating ease at the level of the end consumer. There 
is a necessity to standardize the talking ATM process 
across the industry both between banks and ATM 
manufacturers. 
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FEATURES TO BE COMPLIED WITH FOR ACCESSIBLE ATMs

Totally Blind Users 

TRANSACTION FEATURES: (The Features are listed as per the sequence they 
should appear in the ATM transaction flow.) 

1. Audio Start-up Option: The audio activation 
to be provided through insertion of the  
headphone in the ATM headphone jack. 

2. Welcome Message and Language Option: The audio start-up should begin 
with a welcome address for the user with a menu choice of languages (one of 
the following: English, Hindi / Regional). This choice should be activated by 
number pad keys 1, 2 or 3.  

3. Volume Control Option: A volume control capability on the unit to be 
provided with and the same needs to be provided as an audio prompt. 
Number pad keys 1 and 2 to be given as options to increase or decrease the 
volume. Since at this time the help functionality is yet not given, use of any 
function key other than the number pad keys need to be given a complete 
orientation of in reference to the number pad. 

4. Hide / Blank out Screen: The transaction session needs to begin with the 
option to hide / blank out the visual display. This choice should be activated / 
deactivated by pressing a pre-announced number pad key.This feature allows 
for additional security for the user. Based on the option chosen the machine 
needs to announce whether the screen is hidden or is still visible. 

5. Help / Orientation Functionality:A complete voice guided orientation option 
to the machine or skip to transaction directly to be given. The orientation 
needs to give a full layout of the ATM Machine, the function keys - their 
number, their position, the number pad - the number of keys on the number 
pad including the symbol keys, card slots, money outlets and the position of 
the receipt printer. The option of listening to the orientation or jumping directly 

The fundamental principle of an Accessible ATM for development, 
testing and implementation purposes is to ensure a machine which 

enable the user to complete all transactions successfully with a blank 

screen simply through voice guidance for totally blind users, permit 
independent use through clear screen data for low vision/partially 

sighted users and effective physical access for wheel chair users.  The 
Features below are listed as per different user profiles. 
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to transaction should be activated by pressing a pre-announced key on the 
number pad. The orientation text should be simple to understand. 

Example of audio orientation message: There is a screen in front of 
you. The keypad is below your screen, you will be using keypad 
throughout your ATM operations, to select various options and to enter 
data. This keypad is a standard telephone keypad, along with four 
additional keys to its right. CLEAR key is right of number 3, having a 
raised vertical symbol. CANCEL key is right of number 6 having a 
raised cross symbol. ENTER key is right of number 9, having a raised 
circle symbol. The cash dispenser slot is below the keypad, on the front 
face of ATM, the receipt printer slot is at the bottom left of the screen 
on the front face of the ATM. The card insertion slot is on the bottom 
right of the screen on the front face of the ATM. In addition, Braille 
labels are put in to find positions of, Receipt, Cash, and Card slot. 
Please pull out your headphone pin, once you complete your ATM 
operation. To repeat orientation message - Press, 1, or to continue 
your transaction, Press 2. 

6. Transaction Menus and Processes:There has to be complete voice guided 
assistance for all the ATM Functions. The specific features that need to be 
kept in mind are:  

o Every single screen display needs to be completely voiced. E.g. 
menus, errormessages, prompts etc. The only not spoken audio output 
would be the PIN which needs to beep or voiced out as * (star) for 
each entry. 

o Repeat: A repeat functionality would help the user verify the 
correctness of choices and entries before Enter / OK. Messages 
should be repeated automatically. At appropriate places voice 
guidance is paused when a blind user is entering data e.g. PIN entry or 
amount entry, etc. 

o IVR Type Operation: All operation to be performed through Keypad 
only. Interactive Voice Response type. FDK functionality is disabled 
during talking mode. The said is simpler, easier and more accessible. 
All transactions can be conducted through using number keys 1 and 2 
and so on in a menu-submenu format. 

o A touch screen ATM always requires to be accompanied by a regular 
keypad system. 

o Whist entering amount / account number or feeding any other data 
(except PIN) on the screen the keypad numbers should be self voicing. 

o In the case of value added services such as bill and other payments, 
similar accessibility standards as described in these guidelines need to 
be followed.  

o The transaction commands need to be clear and specific in informing 
which key needs to be pressed for the function to be performed and 
where the key will be found. The flow of orientation to keys needs to be 
standardized for the entire module.  

o In transactions of collecting cash, inserting card and collecting the 
receipt, the user in the transaction commands needs to be voice 
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prompted with regards to the position of the card slots, the money 
outlets and the position of the receipt printer. 

o Error Messages: The error messages need to be voice indicated. An 
inverted card should result in an audio prompt that the card is put in 
wrongly. 

o Complete screen text synchronizationwith voice output. 

CompleteExample of Work Flow for all the Transaction is attached in Annexure A.

Additional Features 

1. Headphones: The Headphone jack should use the universal standard pin 
size.

2. Braille Labels:  
o The card slot, the cash dispenser, the receipt printer and headphone 

jack slots to be aided with Braille labels.  
o An additional Braille label stating ‘This is a talking ATM’ also needs to 

be placed on top of the screen.  
o Braille labels to be created using Contracted Braille. 
o All Braille labels to be placed as close to the specific item as possible. 

As far as possible a gap not exceeding 1 inch (25 mm) should be 
maintained. 

3. In case a user does not press any button for 10 seconds, the system should 
automatically repeat the prompts.

4. The time out for ATM machines is recommended to be 30 seconds as this 
allows for enough time for a visually challenged person to complete the 
transactions. 

5. Use of Text-To-Speech (TTS) technology. Use of pleasant TTS voices 
preferably Indian accent with lexicon adjustments if words are not announced 
correctly by TTS engine. 

6. There needs to be tactile / textured floor guidance from the entrance of the 
ATM kiosk to the machine which is accessible. This will ensure that visually 
challenged person can independently locate the accessible machine from all 
that exist within the kiosk.  

7. Feature of skipability for Quick ATM operation: The Customer inserts 
headphone pin into the ATM audio jack to enable Talking mode and Inserts 
his / her ATM card: By default English language is selected and Screens are 
hidden. 
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The suggested work flow in case of quick ATM operationfor a blind user is as 
follows: 

Inserts his / her ATM card. 

By default language selected is English and Screens are hidden (as 
explained above). 

 Please enter your PIN message. 

 After entering PIN  

ATM gives transactions options. 

 Cash Withdrawal. 

 Balance Enquiry. 

 PIN Change. 

8. Language Support: Multilingual support. To start with two languages offered, 
English and Hindi both. 

9. ATM Usage for both Sighted and Disabled.
10. NoSpecial ATM Card. 
11. Ownbank as well as otherbanks ATM card usage possible. 
12. AccessibleManual: It is recommended that the Banks make available a 

manual in accessible formats (accessible formats for blind persons are 
Braille, DAISY digital talking book, accessible pdf, e-text, html, large font 
book, etc.) on features and functionalities of accessible ATMs so as to give a 
complete orientation to the user. 

13.Also it is recommended that after starting with threekeyATMoperations
(Cash Withdrawal, Balance Inquiry and PIN Change) banks should aim 
tomake available all ATM functions in accessibletalkingmode in a phase
wise manner. 

Low Vision / Partially Sighted Users 

1. ColourContrast: Good contrast (dark and light) for text and background- on 
the monitor as also on the function keys. (Bright colours against dark 
backgrounds. E.g. White on Black or Yellow on Blue). 

2. FontStyle: Non Serif fonts. 
3. FontSize: Large: Characters should be 3/16 inch high minimum based on the 

uppercase letter “I”.
4. Synchronisation of text and voice.
5. Boldandbignumbers / names on the keys for easy reading. 
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ANNEXURE A

Complete example of the workflow and screen shots for an Accessible ATM as 
adopted by Accessible ATMs  

(This flow is complete, comprehensive and extremely user friendly.) 

There will be two parts in the work flow.

First part is prior to insertion of ATM card and entering PIN (before connecting to 
bank’s switch.In an offline mode) 

Second part is after insertion of ATM card and entering PIN (i.e. after connected to 
bank’s switch. In an online mode) 

Work flow for the First part - Offline mode. 

1. Customer plugs in the headphone into the ATM audio jack- talking mode is 
enabled. 

2. Welcome audio message. 
3. Languages choice. 
4. Volume control adjustment through keypad (EPP). 
5. Hide or display option for ATM screens. 
6. Listen to orientation message or skip. 
7. Repeat orientation message or continue. 
8. Insert ATM card. 

Work flow for the Second part - Online mode. 

1. Enter your PIN. 
2. ATM transactions  

- Cash Withdrawal 
- Balance Enquiry 
- PIN Change 

3. For Cash Withdrawal press X. 
For Balance Enquiry press X. 
For PIN Change press X. 
(Here used X as keypad numbers mapping will depend on bank’s FDK 
options.)
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TRANSACTION FLOW FOR VARIOUS TRANSACTIONS 

I. CASH WITHDRAWAL

 You have selected Cash Withdrawal.  
Press
1 - To Confirm 
2 - To go back 

 Please select your account. 
Press
1 - Savings account 
2 - Current account 

 Please enter the amount and press enter (amount entered should be 
announced in full not just single digits. E.g. one, ten, hundred, thousand, 
ten thousand, etc.). 

 You have entered Rupees XXXX /- 
Press
1 - To Confirm / if correct 
2 - To go back / if incorrect 

 If you want receipt 
Press
1 - If Yes 
2 - If No 

 Please wait; we are processing your request. 

 Please collect your cash & receipt, if you have asked for receipt. 

 Thank you for using XXX bank ATM. 

II. BALANCE ENQUIRY

 You have selected Balance Enquiry.  
Press
1 - To Confirm 
2 - To go back 

 Please select your account. 
Press
1 - Savings account 
2 - Current account 

 If you want receipt 
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Press
1 - If Yes 
2 - If No 

 Please wait; we are processing your request. 

 Balance in your Account is RsXXXX/- .  

 Please collect your receipt, if you have asked for it. 

 Thank you for using XXX bank ATM. 

III. PIN change

 You have selected PIN Change.  
Press
1 - To Confirm 
2 - To go back 

 Please enter your new PIN. 

 Please Re-enter your new PIN (While entering the PIN the audio prompt of 
a beep or *(star) needs to be spoken). 

 Please wait; we are processing your request. 

 Your PIN has been changed successfully. 

 Thank you for using XXX bank ATM. 
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XYZBANK’S WORK FLOW FOR A TALKING ATM IS AS GIVEN 
BELOW IN A TABLE FORMAT WITH BOTH AUDIO AND SCREEN 

TEXT. SAME CAN BE STANDARDIZED.

Audio Spoken Screen Text

As soon as headphone is plugged into the jack, voice 
guidance (talking mode) will start. 

First screen is XYZ 
Bank’s standard 

ATM screen.Screen 
keeps changing 

with latest products 
info and “Please 
insert your card” 
message.  XYZ 

Bank has bilingual 
Hindi and English 
text for “Please 

insert your card” as 
screen text. 

English audio Hindi audio English screen 
text Hindi screen text 

Welcome to the 
XYZ  Bank 

accessible ATM 

XYZ 

.

XYZ Bank’s
branded screens 
text displayed as 

below. 

WELCOME TO 
XYZ Bank’s 

ATM

PLEASE 
INSERT YOUR 

CARD 

XYZ Bank’s  branded 
screens text displayed 

as below. 

XYZ Bank’s ATM
MEIN AAPKA 
SWAGAT HAI 

KRIPAYA APNA 
CARD PRAVISTHA 

KARE 

Please select a 
language of your 

choice.  
Select

1 for English,
2 for Hindi 

,
,

.

SELECT YOUR 
LANGUAGE 
- ENGLISH 

- HINDI 

APANI PASAND KI 
BHASHA KA 

CHUNAV KARE 
- ENGLISH 

- HINDI 

Volume control 
Press 1 to 

increase volume, 
press 2 to 

decrease volume 
Press enter to 

proceed 

.

.

.

PRESS “1” TO 
INCREASE THE 

VOLUME 

PRESS “2” TO 
DECREASE 

THE VOLUME 

AAWAJ BADHANE KE 
LIYE “1” DABANYE 

AAWAJ KAM KARNE 
KE LIYE “2” 
DABANYE 
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Enter key is right 
of number 9 

(Beeps to know 
volume increase / 

decrease) 

.
 9 

.
PRESS ENTER 
TO PROCEED. 

AAGE JANE KE LIYE 
“ENTER” DABANYE 

The audio session 
allows you to hide 
and display ATM 

screens for 
privacy during a 
banking session 

To hide the ATM 
screens please  

press 1 
To display the 
ATM screens 

please 
press 2 

,
,

,

.

,

, .

PRESS “1” TO  
HIDE THE 
SCREENS 

PRESS “2” TO 
DISPLAY THE 

SCREENS 

SCREEN CCHIPANE 
KE LIYE “1” 
DABANYE 

SCREEN DIKHANE 
KE LIYE “2” 
DABANYE 

Your ATM screens  
are hidden. 

.

Your ATM screens  
are displayed 

.

The audio session 
allows you to hear 

a short-ATM-
orientation before 

starting your 
transaction,  
To skip the 
orientation,  

please press 1,  
To hear the 
orientation,  

please press 2. 

,
,

,

.

,
,

,
.

PRESS “1” TO 
SKIP THE ATM 
ORIENTATION 

PRESS “2” TO 
HEAR ATM 

ORIENTATION 

ATM NIRDESHON KO 
BAND KARNE KE 

LIYE “1” DABANYE 

ATM NIRDESHON KO 
SUNANE KE LIYE “2” 

DABANYE 

Orientation of the ATM audio - the orientation message will as per ATM model. An 
example for the same is provided in the guidelines section. 
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You have 
chosen, to, 
listen to the 
orientation 

, ,
.

You have 
chosen, not to, 

listen to the 
orientation. 

, ,
.

To repeat 
orientation 

message press 
1
or

to continue 
your 

transaction 
press 2. 

. .

PRESS "1" TO 
REPEAT ATM 
ORIENTATION 

PRESS "2" TO 
CONTINUE

ATM
NIRDESHON 
KO DOBARA 
SURANE KE 

LIYE “1” 
DABANYE

JARI
RAKHANE 
KE LIYE “2” 
DABANYE

Please Insert 
Your ATM card.  
Card slot is at 
the right hand 

side. 

, .
.

XYZ Bank’s branded screen 
displaying bilingual text 

PLEASE INSERT YOUR CARD 

KRIPAYA APNA CARD 
PRAVISTHA KARE 

Please enter 
your ATM PIN 

and press 
enter to 

continue, if you 
make any 

mistake just 
press clear,  

The clear key 
is to the right 
of number 3. 

.
, .

,
,

,
.

XYZ Bank’s branded screen 

PLEASE ENTER YOUR PIN 

For Cash 
Withdrawal 

press X 
For Balance 

Enquiry press 
X

For PIN change  
press X 

, X ,
, X ,

, X 
.

XYZ Bank’s branded screen 

PLEASE SELECT YOUR 
TRANSACTION 

(Here used X as keypad numbers mapping will depend on bank’s FDK options.) 
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  ANNEXURE -II 

 
 

SUGGESTED  
PROCESS FLOW  

FOR CASH WITHDRAWAL 
 BY A VISUALLY 

CHALLENGED PERSON  
AT AN ATM 

 
 
 

ADOPTED BY  
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Suggested process flow for cash withdrawal by a visually challenged person at an ATM 
by the Working Group  constituted by the Sub-Committee consisting members 

from State Bank of India, ICICI Bank and HDFC Bank 
 

Customer inserts the Audio jack: 

1. 

 

2. 

  

3. 

 

4. 

 

 

5.             
  

 

 

6. 

 

7. 

 

8. 

 

9. 

Welcome to XYZ Bank ATM.  

Please select the language. Press 
1  English 
2 - Hindi 

The audio session allows you to hide or display ATM screens for privacy 
during a banking session. Press 
1  to hide the ATM screen 
2 to display the ATM screen 

Screen hidden for privacy/Your ATM screens are displayed.The audio session 
allows you to hear a short ATM orientation before starting your transaction. 
Press 
1  to hear  orientation 
2 -  to skip orientation 

Please select your transaction.  Press 
1  Cash Withdrawal 
2  Balance Enquiry 
3  PIN Change 

You have selected English/Hindi as your language of choice. Press 
1  to increase the volume 
2 to  decrease the volume 

To repeat orientation message, press 
1  yes 
2 -  to continue your transaction 

Please insert your ATM cum Debit card and remove it. 

Please enter your PIN and press enter. 
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10. 

 

11. 

 

12. 

 

13. 

 

 14.                                   

 

15. 

16. 

 

Suggested process flow for Balance Enquiry by a visually challenged person at an ATM 

Customer inserts the Audio jack:(Steps from 1 to 9 are  common) 

10. 

 

11. 

 

12. 

13. 

 

14. 

You have selected Cash Withdrawal. Press 
1  To Confirm 
2  To Cancel 

Please select your account. 
1  Savings account 
2  Current account 

Please enter the amount and press enter. 

You have entered Rs 100/- Press 
1  To Confirm 
2  To Cancel 

Please wait, we are processing your request. 

Please collect your cash & receipt. 

You have selected Balance Enquiry. Press 
1  To Confirm 
2  To go back 

Please select your account. 
1  Savings account 
2  Current account 

Please wait. We are processing your request. 

Balance in your Account is Rs 100/- . Please collect your receipt. 

Your transaction is complete. Thank you for using XYZ Bank ATM. 

Your transaction is complete. Thank you for using XYZ Bank  ATM. 
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Suggested process flow for PIN Change by a visually challenged person at an ATM 

Customer inserts the Audio jack: (Steps from 1 to 9 are  common)    

10. 

 

11. 

 

12. 

13. 

 

14. 

 

15. 

 

Language of  Step -7 may vary depending on the type of  card reader at ATM ( Dip card reader or 
motorized one).In case of transaction failure at any stage the message that appears on the 
screen is to be read out to the customer. The orientation will be about the location of slots like 
key pad, cash dispenser, Card reader, transaction receipt and description of key pad etc. 

Additional features: 

1. Feature of skipability for fast ATM operation. 

If a Visually Challenged customer inserts the Card after insertion of audio jack, then the default 
language will be English and steps 1 to 6 will be skipped for fast operation. 

2. Feature of Enabling Talking Mode through any number key. 

After completion of first ATM operation if a customer who is using talking mode, wishes to 
continue with more ATM operations, he/she should be able to enable the talking mode again by 
pressing any one of number key.( To avoid removing and inserting headphone jack for 2nd/3rd 
transactions.) 

You have selected PIN Change. Press 
1  To Confirm 
2  To go back 

Please enter your new PIN. 

Please wait, we are processing your request. 

Your Pin has been changed successfully. 

Please Re-enter your new PIN. 

Your transaction is complete. Thank you for using XYZ bank ATM. 


